Our heavenly Father, in the name of Jesus we enter into your gates with thanksgiving and into your courts with praise. We bless your name. You are great and greatly to be praised. We worship and adore you, because there is no one like you, our God, You are all knowing all powerful and no power or existence is greater than you. There is no failure in your being and no mistakes in your predestined plans for us and we glorify your awesome wisdom and your majesty. We bless you our Sanctifier, our Righteousness, our God. You are Holy and Perfect. You are merciful and gracious. You are God and are never defeated in battle. You are our Victory, our Emanuel, and God with us and because you are for us and with us, we have peace in knowing that you do all things well. Therefore, we are free to pursue purpose in your name.

Father, please forgive us for any wrong that we have done. Wash us and make us better. Give us a spirit of repentance and worship. We forgive those who have done wrong against us and who have spoke evil against us. We release those who have come against our visions and our dreams. We pray God that you would forgive them as you have us, and we speak peace to those that have despitefully used us and taken from us.

Now, Lord God, we thank you for the **2011 Prophetic Summit and Annual Prophetic Prayer Breakfast**. We acknowledge that this is your doing and you have called this Prophetic Summit and Prophetic Prayer Breakfast (the Summit) into existence that you might set in place your design and your strategic plan for those that are called to operate in this prophetic ministry. We speak to the destination of every location that will receive the invitation and hear about this breakthrough call to training and prayer. We ask God that you prepare hearts and minds to get ready to sound the alarm in the earth, in nations, and overseas to come and receive your mighty move. We also receive **Summit Seed Faith Partners** to sow into this endeavor. We thank you in advance for at least 600 registrants and a full and complete staff to handle each and every one of them efficiently with the spirit of excellence. We thank you for effective and strategic promotions, marketing and publicity and for timely and favorable responses from invited guests. We thank you for the urgency in the registrants’ response and the expectancy that is birthed in them. We agree that the entire budget will be met, and that we have divine favor with the venue negotiations. We thank you for the increased number of intercessors. Thank you in advance for making sure that all other logistics concerning this meeting are taken care, including the participants, attendees, and the entire program. The total vision will be realized for your glory. We ask you to give discernment and clarity for the proper classification of every prophet and every prophetic person. Tailor-make the training sessions to meet the needs of those you are sending this way. Thank you for the emergence of master prophets in every strand of the prophetic ministry, to pour into and train those who will come seeking instruction and knowledge. We ask for your divine guidance and direction in the selection of event staff and intercessors. We lift all of the materials that will be taught in class and we decree wisdom amongst those prophets who are coming to both learn and to teach. We pray for accuracy of all expressions and prophetic exploits that will take place at this Summit and for an atmosphere filled with clarity and precision that are void of the spirit of error or legalism. We decree and declare that this Summit will endow us with vision and insight and help us to strategically war in the spirit. We will be equipped to engage in the proper preparation and maintenance of the prophetic perspective, posture, and position. We receive a genuine and clear union of the ministries who are teaming together for this Summit, including Judah Christian Center, New Gibeah Ministries for Christ, intercessors local and abroad.
Father, teach us to effectively use your authority and our weapons. We realize the time is now to destroy every work of the enemy, and we decree that a prayer shield, the anointing, fire walls and the triumphant bloodline from Jesus Christ form hedges of protection around this Summit. We are hidden from every scourge of the enemy, familiar spirit, and any and all demonic personalities. They cannot trace the work of this Summit in the spirit realm. There shall be no perforations or penetrations to these hedges of protection. Thank you for releasing our name into the atmosphere, which will cause prayer warriors, intercessors and prophetic watchmen to pick up this Summit in the realm of the spirit. We speak that they will not cease or come down from their watchtowers until their assignment is completed. We put a halt to all destructive, disturbing, and destructive measures. We prevail against any satanic inhibitions, prohibitions and all limitations. We decree and declare that all invisible and invincible walls are destroyed. We execute divine judgment against demonic activities and we nullify, dismantle, cancel and forcefully oppose to any satanic operations, maneuvers, manipulations, subversions, strategies, tactics, plots, plans and ploys that are designed to hinder, prevent, frustrate, foil, deny or delay God's original plans and purposes.

Father, we praise you and glorify your name for hearing our prayer. We know that you have heard us and that you are going to manifest our requests for your glory! We pray this prayer and receive our answers, in the name of Jesus Christ – the One who snatched us out of the fire. Amen!
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